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We study the generic properties of the electrostatic noise spectrum measured by an antenna
immersed in a plasma with an isotropic electron velocity distribution function, at frequencies of the
order of magnitude of the plasma frequency. We find that at high frequencies the noise level is
proportional to the electron pressure for long wire antennae and to the electron flux for long
double-sphereantennae. At low frequenciesit dependsmostly on the low-energy electrons. We also
study the shape of the peak near the plasma frequency, for distribution functions with Maxwellian or
power law high-energytails. We calculatethe noiseproducedwith a generalizedLorenzian ("kappa")
distribution function and compare the results with those obtained with different distributionshaving
the same density and equivalent temperature. We deduce some practical consequencesfor plasma
wave measurementsin space.

1.

INTRODUCTION

unas, 1968; Olbert, 1968]. This form has the advantage of

being analytically tractable, while representingrather well
ß

Although the conventional use of electric antennae is for
remote sensingby detection of electromagneticwaves, they
can also be used for in situ measurements, by detecting
electrostatic waves produced by the random motion of the
ambient plasma particles. The spectroscopyof this quasithermal noise near the plasma frequency is currently used
for measuring electron parameters in space plasmas [see
Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989 and referencestherein]. It is

the electron distribution

in different media such as the solar

wind or planetary magnetospheres;indeed, it is not very
different from a Maxwellian at low energies but has a
high-energy tail with a power law form. Therefore these
calculationscan be easily used to generalize the theory and
its applicationsto distribution functions having a power law
tail.

We will compare the results obtained with different distrialso plannedto be used on future missionssuchas Ulysses bution functions, in order to illustrate the generic properties
and Wind in the solar wind, and CRAF and Cassini in a of the noise, and finally deduce somepractical consequences
cometary and the Saturnian environment, respectively.
for plasmameasurements
in space.

This methodis complementary
to cofiventional
electron

Unless otherwise stated, we shall use SI units.

,

analyzers;in effect, since it "sees"•a much larger plasma
volume, it is less sensitive to spacecraft and secondary
particle perturbations, so that it works better than conventional analyzersat low temperatures;in any case,it beCOmes
less efficient when the temperature is so high that the Debye
length becomeslarger than the antenna length.
This method has been studied for realistic antenna geometries by usinga simplemodel of velocity distribution,made
of two Maxwellians [seeMeyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989and
referencestherein]. More recently, it has been extended to
flat-top distributions [Chateau and Meyer-Vernet, 19,89].
The aim of this paper is to study more general distribution
functions, and to derive some generic properties of the
quasi-thermal noise as a function of the electron velocity
distribution.

More precisely, we will try to answer the following
questions:What are the modelindependentpropertiesof this
noise, if they exist at all? Can one deduce global plasma
properties from the noise spectrum detected by a given
antenna, without taking a particular model for the distribution function?

As an illustration, we will calculate the noise produced
with generalizedLorenzian ("kappa") distributions[Vasyli-

2.

BAsics

We study the following problem. An electric dipole antenna is at rest in a homogeneous infinite plasma. The

antennais assumedto be gridlike and at zero dc potential
and is defined by its current distribution J(r). We will
consider either thin cylindrical wire dipoles of tiP-to-tip
length 2L or dipoles made of two small spheresseparatedby
L, of radius a much smaller than the Debye length; we

assumeooL/c<< 1. The plasmais definedby the electron
velocitydistributionf(v), assumedisotropic,and by the

(angUlar)
plasma
frequency
%, = (ne2/eorn)
1/2,n being
the
electron density. The ions are assumed to be stationary,
sincewe restrict our analysisto frequenciesof the order of

magnitude
of %,.
Wethencalculate
thepowerspectrum
V 2 of the'voltageat
theantenna
terminals.
FromNyquist'stheoremthis.quantity
would be 4kBTR in the specialcase of thermal equilibrium,

R beingtheantenna
resistance;
notethatin practice,R only
involves the electrostaticpart of the field, since this contributionis generallymuchlarger than the electromagneticpart
[seeCoutUrieret al., 1981](and the spaceplasmainvolved is

1Alsoat Universit6 Paris 6.

generallyopticallythin for electromagnetic
waves). For
nonequilibrium
but stabledistribution
functions,V2 is cal-
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fluctuations
in theplasma,Eij(k, •o)in Fourierspace,which

culated by using the correlation tensor of the electric field
is a known function off(v) [e.g., Sitenko, 1967].
As is well known, this noise can be viewed and calculated
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as the fluctuating electrostatic field due to the motion of
passingplasma particles, "dressed" by the dielectric func-

tion eL(k, M. Broadlyspeaking,
thismeansthatfor • < %
the antennamostly seesthe shotnoiseof electronspassingat
distances smaller than the Debye length (see equation (9)),

3.1.

PLASMAS

Low Frequencies

Let us consider the limit •o/kv -• O. The dielectric function

(3) becomes
2

whilefor •o> %, the plasmatemporaldispersion
(i.e., the

er • 1 +

variation of eL with •o) also becomesimportant and the
electron motion inducesdampedlongitudinalplasmawaves.

4•pf•

d•f(•)

k2

We startfromtheexpression
of V2 deduced
[Chateauand which can be rewritten by analogy with a Maxwellian
Meyer-Vernet,1989]from the correlationtensorEij(k, •o) plasma, in the form
and the antenna geometry:

1

•L• 1+k2L
D
2

V216m•o•
2ff F(kL)B(k)
....

•re0

(1)

k2leL[
2

(9)

where the Debye length is defined as
-1/2

=

dv vf(v)

(2)

2,r•o 2
t•L= 1+

k

4rr•o•

mD =

dvf(
v)

Note in passingthat in the particular case where f(v) is
Maxwellian, this definition yields the Debye length as a
function of the temperature as

•f_+•
dvll
Vllf(Vll)
(3)
kVll•o- io

wherevii is the component
of v parallelto k and the
distribution

function

(10)

is normalized

1/2

as

(11)

LD
....: •m•o•2•

In general,
however,
LD 5• LDma•w,
although
bothquantities
• d3v
f(v)
=•dv
4rcv2f(v)=
1
are of the same order of magnitude. Hereafter, we shall use

The term io denotesan infinitesimalpositive imaginarypart,
and the function F specifiesthe antennageometryas

LDmaxw
when
weneed
anexpr'•ssion
depending
onlyon
and the equivalent temperature T (8), but not on the partic-

ular shapeof the distribution.
..... Si
F(x)
(x) «Si(2x)2sin4
x

(wires)

(4)

x

Taking the low-frequency limit of (2), we deducefrom (1)
(makingthe changeof variable y = kL D) the variation of the
noise with the distribution function f(v),

F(x)= • 1

(spheres)

x

(5)

V2
=8m
(1+y2)
2
If0
©dwf(v)
][fO
©dvf(v)
]-1
fi•dyyF(yL/L
7r8 0

where Si is the sine integral function; for the wire antennawe
have assumed that the current varies linearly with the
distance to the antenna feed point [see Couturier et al.,
1981].

(12)

First, let us considerlong antennae,i.e., L/LD >> 1. The
function F can be approximated for large argumentsby

Note that from (3) the imaginarypart of er is
F(x) = m

x >> 1

F(x) = ¬

x >>1 (spheres)

4x

ImeL-- k3
3.

GENERIC

(13)

(6)

PROPERTIES OF

THE ELECTROSTATIC

(wires)

(14)

We thus obtain from (12)

NOISE

Wewillcharacterize
thenoiseV2 in themostgeneralway,
i.e., asa functionof the(angular)
plasmafrequency
%, and
of the other moments of the distribution functionf(v) defined

•r 1/2m
V2 =

-3/2

.!o
©dvf(v)
[.I•
dwf(v)
(15)

4eo•opL

as

L/LD >> 1 (wires)
(7)

in

We define the equivalent temperature as

L/Lo>> 1 (spheres)

in

T=

3k/•

••dwf(v)
1f•dvf(v)
1-1
(16)

7rE 0

(v2)

(8)

We will studythe specificcases•o<< wv (butstillmuch
largerthantheionplasma
frequency),
•o>> •ov,and•o= %,.

Second, consider short antennae, i.e., L/LD << 1. The
function F can be approximated for small argumentsby

F(x) = x2/24

x <<1 (wiresor spheres) (17)
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Inserting (17) into the part of the y integral in (12) where 3.3.
yL/LD < 1, we obtain for both the wire and the sphere
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Frequencies Just Above the Plasma Frequency

Let usnowconsider
frequencies
60= %.

dipole antennae

For short antennae,i.e., L/L D << 1, we expect that the

noiseV2 willnotvarygreatlywithfrequency
[Meyer-Vernet

V2=4møavL
[In(LD/L)
+O(1)] dvvf(v)(18)and Perche, 1989]; indeed, antennae of length L are mostly
3eo
sensitive to wave numbers k -> 1/L (see (4) and (5)), i.e., to

k >> 1/LD for shortantennae;this meansthat the rangeodkv
L/L o << 1
Looking at (15), (16), and (18), one sees that whether the
antenna is made of wires or spheres,and whether it is large
or small, the low-frequency noise level dependson the lower
moments of the distribution function f(v), and thus mainly
on the lower-velocity electrons. We expect, therefore, that it
will be nearly insensitive to any high-energy tail of the
velocity distribution.

<< 1 should play the dominant part in the integral (1), so that
the results obtained in section 3.1 should hold also for any
frequency of the order of magnitude of the plasma frequency.

Let us now considerlong antennae,i.e., L/L D >> 1. We
then take the opposite limit w/kv >> 1; consideringsufficiently well-behaved distribution functions, we use the
asymptotic expansionof (3) in powers of kv/o•,

•o ,._ • ! - •
3.2.

2[1 4- •k2/•,254- • 4/7,4•+ ßßß

0)2

High Frequencies

(25)

602

Let usnowconsider
highfrequencies,
i.e., 60>>%. In this Hencethe nearlyreal zero of eL,
case we can make the approximation eL = 1 in (1) and thus

1/2

obtain

(26)

k0• (V2)
1/2 --1

V2
• 32m,op
dkk3 dwf(v)
(19)
EO

which is analogousto the usual Langmuir wave in a thermal
plasma.

/k

We

which can be rewritten

now

calculate

V232m•ø•2fl
eO
foo'
/v F(kL)
k3
•

the contribution

of this zero

to the

integral (1) giving the noise. Writing for k • k0
dv vf(v)

dk

(20)

0 Reel

Re eL•(k-k0)

For antennae
satisfying
wL/wpLo >> 1, we approximate

0 ReeL

the function F by using(13) or (14) dependingon the antenna
geometry, and we deduce the noise power spectrum

Ok

Ok

2w•2ko(v2)
•o

4

we deducethe contribution
to V 2,

V2• 3e0L
2mw•
w3(V2) W/Wp>>max
[1,Lb/L](wires)

0 Reel

Vo
2=16mw••
2F(koL)B(ko)(ko
2
k=ko
)-1

(21)

Im e L

e0

2
m60

V2=

P (v)
2

,o/,op>>max
[1 LD/L] (spheres)
and
,

Ok

hence

(22)
where the moments

of the distribution

function

Vo
2• 4mwpF(køL)B(kø)
L/Lb
>>1 (27)
rr2eo(v2)f(w/ko)

are defined in

(7).

We therefore obtain the very interesting result that the
high-frequencyelectrostaticnoise is proportional to the total

with B(k) given in (2), thus

electron
pressure
P forlongwireantennae
andproportional

tothetotalelectron
fluxJ for10ng
double-sphere
antennae:
2e 2

V2•

P
eo2Lm•o
3

,o/•ov>>max
[1 Lb/L] (wires)
,
(23)

2

7r E omo9

dv if(v)

(28)

Hence when k0 is given by (26), the noiseexhibitsa cutoff

at6o= 6%,withapeak
given
byV02
justabove
6%.Thispeak
depends,throughB(ko)/f(odko),on the distributionfunction

for velocities
v _>odko.Thusfor a givenvalueof m/methe

4e 2

V:=

=

B(kø)
-•øø/ko

2

J

w/w•>>max
[1' LD/L] (spheres)
(24)

whereP = nm(v2)/3- nkTandJ = nm(v)/4andwherethe

noisedependson the electronsof velocity

• [ (V2)
1/2

v>v• ko (w/mp
- 1)

equivalent temperature is defined in (8). This generalizes to
any stable distribution function, the resultspreviously found
[Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989] for distributions made of a
sum of Maxwellians.

- •2mXJ
where we have put

(29)
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Let us now assumethat the high-energy tail off(v) has a
power law shape

1 <<1
p

f(v) o• v -n
so that the high-energy electrons determine the noise near
top.
Note

that

a relativistic

treatment

would

be needed

if

v > voo

(34)

In thiscase,we expecta morespikybehavior
for V02since
B(ko)/f(to/ko)
or1/ko
•, sothat(27)yields

relativistic electronscontributed much, namely if v,o were

Vo2=
8mtov
rreo(n
-3F(koL)
2)(v2)k•L/LD>>
1 (35)

notmuchsmallerthanc; thisoccurswhenX = to/%,- 1 is
equal to or smaller than

for frequencies such that (34) holds.
Equation (35) exhibits an important difference with the

(v2)

Xm 2c2 2.5x 10-1øT(K) (30) Maxwelliancase:the functionF(x)/x 3 --> oowhenx -->0,
withouthaving
a maximum
atx • 0. ThiswouldyieldV02
-->
onlyfor verysmallreceiver
bandwidths;
forinstance,
inthe oofor to--> tot,if the electronvelocitieswere allowedto

Therefore, in the usual space plasmas this problem occurs

solarwindit onlyoccurswhento/%,- 1 is smallerthana

few times 10-4 .

become infinite, but as indicated above, equation (35) is not

validtoocloseto tot,,i.e., for X -< X m(Xmbeingdefined
in

It mustalsobe keptin mindthattheapproximation
(26)of (30)). To obtain the peak behavior, we approximateF by (17)
k0 is not valid for any distributionfunction;in somecases, for koL << 1, and we get
the first terms of the asymptotic expansion (25) may not
represent a correct estimate (even though a relativistic
•
(36)
treatment ensures the convergence of the high-order moments {vn)), and other nearly real zeros of eL might appear.

In practice,however, this problemonly occursin the rare
case when the contribution of the very hot electrons to the
pressure is dominant.
Now, let us deduce the shape of the peak for different
high-energy electron distributions.
First, let us assume that the high-energy tail of f(v) is a

Maxwellian
whosetemperature
is Tu = mv2H/2,
suchthat

f(v) o•exp(-v2/v•)

v•v•

(31)

v• beingdefinedin (29). In this case,B(ko)/f(w/ko) • l/k0,
and (27) yields

E0(t/-2)X1/2(LDmax
Vo
20'04(mkBT)'/2
Lw)2

for

Xm<<X= to/tOp
- 1<<(LD..../L)2<<1
(andX suchthat (34) holds,v,obeinggivenby (29)). Thus the
noisehas a finite peak at X of the order ofX m and a width (at
1/e level) of the same order. In practice, this part will
generallybe hidden by the finite frequency resolutionAtO/tO
of the receiver, so that the apparent peak amplitude will be
of the order of the value given by (36) where X is replacedby

AtO/tO
(assuming
theresolution
AtO/tO
< (LD..../L)2andofthe
order of the relative bandwidth, so that the noise measured

shouldbe of theorderof themeanof (36)overthebandwidth

4mweF(koL)v•

V• •

L/Lb>>1

0(v2)0

(32)

AtO).In practice, however, this part of the spectrummight be
modified by the antenna impedance as discussedin section
3.4.

forfrequencies
suchthat(31)holds.SinceF(x) • x 2forx •

0, onehasV• • 0 whenw• w•, andthenoise
hasa peak
at thevalueof w/w• co•esponding
to thevalueof

In short, for long antennae, while the cutoff of the spectrum occursat the plasmafrequency, the fine structureof the

peakjust above%, depends
on the shapeof thehigh-energy
tail of the velocity distribution. More precisely, if it is

Maxwellian,thenthepeakoccursabove%,, anditswidthis

oftheorderof8(LD/L)2;ontheotherhand,fora powerlaw
for which F(x)/x is maximum [Meyer-Vernet and Perche,

1989];
thepeak
occurs
atX = •/w• - 1 • 8(Lo•/L) 2for
the wire dipole antenna (and a value about 2 times larger for
the double-spheredipole); its width is of the same order of
magnitude, defining the "width" as the relative frequency
band for which the noise is larger than about 1/e its peak
value. The amplitude of the peak [Meyer-Vernet and Perche,
1989] can be put in the form

O.05(mkaT)
•/2Tu L

2

Vm•X •

•

eo

T LD

2x 10-17(T)
•/2TH
L
T LD

(33)

for the wire dipole antenna (and a value about 30% larger for
the spheres).

tail thepeakis nearlyat %, andis sharper(andit hasalsoa
finestcucture
of relativewidth(v2)/2c2, whichis generally
hidden by the finite receiver bandwidth).
An important question therefore arises: Consider an experiment having a frequency resolution AtO/tO
insufficientto
resolve the fine structure of the peak. In this case, one
cannot deduce the high-energy tail of f(v); more precisely,

onecannotdeduce
f(v) for v > [(v2)/(2AtO/tO)]
1/2exceptif
these electrons contribute significantly to the pressure or to
lower-order moments of f(v). But one can still deduce the
plasmafrequencyand the other low-order momentsoff(v),
by using the other parts of the spectrum.

3.4.

Antenna Impedance

The voltage power spectrum calculated above appears at
the antenna terminals. In practice, however, the antenna is
connectedto a receiver with a finite impedanceZR. It is
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possible to build receivers with an input resistanceof the
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An interestingpoint is that the high-frequencyresistanceof

orderof 109ohmsor larger,but onecannoteliminate,
in a long wire dipole antennais independentof the distribution
parallel to this resistance,a "base" capacityC b due to the
receiver input capacity and to the antenna erecting mechanism, which is usually of the order of a few tens of picofarads, so that one generallyhas Z R • 1/iC bco.
A precise plasma measurementtherefore requires calculating the antenna impedanceZ = R + 1/iCco, from which

function: it only dependson the total electron density.
In the vicinity of the plasma frequency, R is given by (27)
for long antennae, where B(ko) is to be replaced by ½rf(co/
ko)/(2mko), and thus

I•2 V2(C
+CB)2
= •=
2

c

+ (RCBCO):

electrons(except if they contribute significantlyto the pres-

sure),even near cop.This confirmsthe resultspreviously
obtained in the particular case of distributions made of
several

Maxwellians.

4i F•dk F(kL)Fa(ka)
(38)
EL

:

where the functionF is given in (4) or (5), and F a takesinto
the finite radius a of the antenna

Es(X)= Jo2(
X)

(41)

We find therefore that in contrast to the noise spectrum,

4.

7r E0COJ0

account

L/LD>> 1

rr• 0(v2)/•0

(37) the resistancedoes not dependcrucially on the high-energy

The antenna impedance is given by [Meyer-Vernet and
Perche, 1989]

Z =

2copF(koL)

R •

one deduces the receiver gain

4.1.

as

"KAPPA"

r• .............
UIOII•.IDU

11Uinl

• ..........
I,,iinl•,.•llUinl
i

Choice of the Distribution Function

We choose the following electron velocity distribution
function:

wires

A

fK(v)(1+v2/KVo
2)• +•

Fa(x)=[si•x]
2 spheres
Indeed, althoughfor a/L D << 1, both the real part of Z and

V2 canbecalculated
byusing
theapproximation
Fa(x) = 1
as we did in the previous sections, this is not so for the
imaginary part of Z since the capacitancedependson the
field at distance a, so that one cannot use the limit ka --• 0
[Meyer-Vernet and Perche, 1989].

(42)

Such f• functions will be named in this paper "kappa
functions"; •cis a real number larger than or equal to 2, but
in order to simplify future calculationswe will only consider
integer values of
These functionswere introducedto describethe departure
of actual

electron

distributions

from

Maxwellians

in the

interplanetary medium and the Earth's magnetosphere[see
Forsufficiently
smallvalues
of a/LD, F2exhibits
a rather Olbert, 1968; Vasyliunas, 1968; Binsack, 1966].
smoothvariation,exceptif onehassimultaneously
co= cop From the experimenter's point of view, these functions
andL/L D > 10 [Couturieret al., 1981].In the latter case,the are very interesting, since although they have only two
fine structureof the peak of the spectrummight be affected adjustableparameters, they are rather close to a MaxwellJan
by the antenna impedance Z. Note, however, that one at low velocities, while they join smoothly onto a power law
expects that Z should not depend very much on the high- spectrum at high energies. The fitting of energy spectra
energy electrons, except through their contribution to the measured in the Earth's plasma sheet gave approximate
low-order moments.
values g --- 2-4 [Vasyliunas, 1968]. In the solar wind, values
In particular, it is easy to transposeto the resistanceR the •c--- 4-7 (J. D. Scudder, private communication, 1989) seem
analyticalresultsobtained
for V 2, by notingthatR (from to describe rather well the core-halo parameterization used
(38)) is calculated by replacingB(k) in (1) by the quantity
by Feldman et al. [1975].
From the theorist's point of view, the kappa functions
k2 Im er rrf(co/k)
have the interest of being analytically easily tractable. As is
4½r
mcoco2- 2mk
well known, they reduce to a MaxwellJan distribution in the
limit

Consequently, for low frequencies the analytical values

for R are trivially deducedby replacingthe integral fg
dvvf(v) in (15), (16), and (18) by the quantity f(O)/(4m).
For high frequencies,R is given by (19), where the integral
over v is replacedbyf(co/k)/(4m). Using as in section3.2 the
approximations of F for large arguments (13) or (14) and
making the changeof variable v = co/k,we obtain instead of

P

R• 2eoLco
3
2

ddEJ
lnf•
-1
Tdiff
=- kB
For a superpositionof two Maxwellians ("cool" and "hot"),
Tdiff = T C at low energies but increases to Tn at larger
energiesand remains constant. On the other hand, for kappa

2

E0CO

o•.

(E = my2/2).Fora Maxwellian
at temperature
T, Tdiff = T.

(21) and (22)

R•

• •

A convenient indicator for deviations of a distribution
function from a superpositionof Maxwellians might be the
differential temperature used by Pilipp et al. [1987],

dvvf(v)

L/LD>>
1 (wires) (39)distributions
L/L D>> 1 (spheres)

(40)

we find

mvo
2 •c+ v2/vo
2

Tdiff=
2k• •c+ 1
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ellion

ß-0

1

2

3

4

5

X----V/V
0
Fig. 1. Comparisonbetweenthe "kappa" distributionfunctionscorrespondingto the valuesof K
usedin this paper and their Maxwellian limit (K--• •). Here the functionshave beennormalizedso that
f(O)-- 1.

Thus Tdiff is constantat low energies,as for a Maxwellian,
but increasesmonotonicallyat larger energies.This behavior
seemsin qualitative agreement with the differential temperature calculated on the basis of isotropic distribution functions measured in the solar wind [see Pilipp et al., 1987,
Figure 5 c].
Figure 1 shows a set of such functions compared to their
Maxwellian

limit.

Let us first calculate the moments of f(v) defined in (7).
We get

•!=1

(2K-3)!!=
4.2.

K

2

XK

1 x3x5x...x(2•-5)

x(2•-3)

Longitudinal Dielectric Permittivity

The longitudinal dielectric permittivity is given by (3).
Replacingf(v) by the kappa function, we obtain
eL=l+

F

X2X3X'''X(K--1)

2•rto•
2

A

'
2

ß [F(K + 1)]-•

'f/•dvll
vii
(kvll
- w- io)(1
+ vl•/KV02)
K+'

(43)

where F(x) denotes the gamma function. Since the distribu-

Setting
x = Vll/K
]/2Vo
andz = to/•l/2kv0,
weget

tion functionis normalizedas (vø) = 1, we find quite
immediately the value of A:
r(•

eL= I + k2 (I• + ZI2)

+ 1)

(46)

A=

(z-•()3/2v03r(•(1/2)

with

We can also calculate the equivalent temperature T -

m(v2)/3ka;using(43)andproperties
ofthegamma
function,
we obtain

(x2+dx
1)K+•
I1--'
Avo
K1/2
f._+•

(47)

(x- z- io)(x
2+ 1)"+I
12
=AVoK
•/2
f__+•
dx

(48)

2

mv o

T =

K

ks 2K-3

(44)

As said above, we only consider integer values of K. In this

The calculation of I• is straightforwardand gives

case, A becomes

1

2•-IK!

A= 7r2v03
K3/2(2K
_3)!!
where

(45)

II =

• -

2

7TU0

1/2

(49)
K

Calculating12 is equivalentto integratingthe function
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Comparing this with the corresponding limit for a Maxwellian distribution, namely
1

on the real axis avoiding the real pole x = z by passingbelow
it. To achieve the calculation of 12, the integrationpath is
closed with a large semicircle in the half complex plane Im x
< 0. The contribution of the integration on this large
semicircle

is zero because

eL-•1+k2Lo
2
which means that the low-frequency electric perturbations
are exponentiallyshieldedover a distanceL o, we define the
Debye length in this plasma as

LD = •

(x-z)(x 2+ 1)K+1

(52)

top 2•:-1

The only pole included inside the integration path is -i. So

12= AvoK
l/2(-2i•r)R

Note that by replacingv0 by its expression(44) as a function
of the equivalent temperature T, we obtain

where R is the residue of the function (50) for the pole -i.

LD =

We have

we ,

(53)

2•: -

sothatthe Debyelengthdependsnot onlyon %, andT but
R .....

• ! dx•

x - z)(x- i) • +l

also on •. Of course, for • --• •,

x=-i

we recover the usual

MaxwellianresultL D.... ß

Using Leibnitz's formula, we write
4.3.

Calculation of the Electrostatic Noise

•._

The fluctuations of the electrostatic field are given in (1).

dx• (x - z)(x - i) • + l

=Z C:d- x-b
p=0

The dielectric function er has just been calculated and is
given by (51). F(kL) depends on the geometry of the
antenna: dependingon whether the antenna is a wire dipole
or a dipole made of two spheres,expression(4) or (5) has to

dx

be used. Let us now calculate B(k).
Inserting (42) into (2), we get

with

B(k)
=-•
2•rA

dv

p!(t• -p)!

7U

(1 + V2/KV02)
g+I

whichgives,afterwesetx = v2/•v02
andz = to/K•/2kvo,
--.

dxn X- Z

=(--1) n

(X -- Z)n+1
B(k) 1

dn
( 1)

dxn (x i)K+l=(--1)n

(x_i) •+l+n

2era
t•vo
2fz+•dx
k

2

2 (1 +x) K+•

This is trivially integrated as

z'Avo
2

and we obtain eventually

1

B(k)= k (1+z2)•
g I
p=0

("+p)!(2i),•+ I +P(Z+ i) '•+ •-P

Substitutingthis expressionof B(k) into (1) and settingz =

w/•/2kvo,
r = w/w
e, andu = L/Lo withLo given
by(52),
we obtain

We can now deducethe final expressionof

Z2( (--2)
K+I
'•(•:
+p)
! 1 )

•r2e(2,z 3)11
1/2r2

iz

er= 1+•7 2g- 1+ (2t•-3)!!
ß•

,

p=O P! (2i)'•
+I +P(z
+ i)'•+I-P

wherer = wlwp= f/fp.
The dielectric function has the low-frequency limit

eL--->l
+•7(2t<-1)=1+

(54)

w-->0

dzzFz(2az1)
ß[(1 q-z2)•l•12]-•

(51)

(55)

Introducing the equivalent temperature given by (44), we
find the expressionof the normalized fluctuations

V2

2• + 3

(K -- 1)!(2t•-- 3)1/21
__
(2t<- 3)!!
r2

T1/2
= 7r2E
1/2
0 (kBm)
ß

dzzFz(2•-1)1/2'
[(1+z •IeL

(56)
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Fig. 2. Noisepowerspectrum
in V 2 Hz-1 normalized
to T(K)la calculated
witha "kappa"
electron distribution(K = 4) and a wire dipole antennafor different values of the normalized antenna

lengthœ/œD
.... '

keepingin mind that eL is given in (51).

As theanalyticcalculation
of V 2T -1/2cannotbe donein

numerical difficulties and, in any case, the usual noise
receivers have a bandwidth

of the order of 1% or more. The

general, the integrationmustbe numericallycomputed.This

limitation

is easier than for a Maxwellian

3.3 is then irrelevant if the equivalentplasmatemperatureis

distribution since the dielec-

due to relativistic

velocities

discussed in section

tric permittivity eL doesnot involveany specialfunction.

smaller
thanabout4 x 107K (because
Xm is thensmaller

The comparison between the spectra correspondingto
kappa distribution functions and those correspondingto

than 1%). Note that from equation (36) the mean of the

other distributions

must be done for the same values of the

spectrum
overthe frequency
rangeW/Wp= 1 and W/Wp=
1.01is about2 timesthevaluefor w/wp= 1.01.

equivalent temperature. Yet L D dependsnot only on the
temperature but also on K (see equation (53)). That is why
spectra shown in the figures have been drawn not for

Figures 2 and 3 show a set of normalized spectra calculated with a kappa distribution K = 4 for different values of

differentvaluesof u = L/LD but for differentvaluesof u =

sphere antenna, respectively. This illustrates the generic

the parameter
L/LD.... and a wire dipoleand a double-

L/LD.... whereLD.... (defined
in(11))isthevalueofLD for behavior
of quasi-thermal
noisespectra:
a plateaubelowfp,
a Maxwellian distributionwith the sameequivalenttemper-

a cutoffatfp witha peakwhichis sharper
for longantennae,
aturesothatit nowdepends
onlyonT (andtopandL) butno anda high-frequency
spectrum
proportional
tof -3 orf -2 for

longeron K. Using (11) and the equivalenttemperaturegiven
by (44), we have
1/2

....

O)p 2•--3

so that the only thing you have to do is to replace F[ru/z(2•

wire or spherelong dipoleantennae,respectively;on the other
hand, the spectrumis nearly flat for short antennae.As shown

in section
3.3,thepeakis sharpandoccursatf•,, whichis a
genericproperty of distributionshavinga power law tail.
Figure 4 shows the effect of changing the parameter •.
Here we have compared • = 2, 4, and 6, for a short wire

(L/LD.... = 0.5)anda longone(L/LD.... --- 1)•/2]byF[ru/z(2• - 3)•/2]in theexpression
of V2/T•/2 dipoleantenna
to achieve the calculationas a functionof the parameteru =

L/Lb.... ß
5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

8). Other cases are given by Chateau [1991]. The lowfrequency level depends on the low-order moments of the
distribution (and more strongly for longer antennae), but
these moments do not depend very much on • for • >> 1'

note
forinstance
thatforK= 2,LD= LD..../3•/2,while
for

In order to study how the shape of the distribution •: ->4, LD differs
fromLD.... bylessthan15%.Thisiswhy
function determinesthe quasi-thermalnoise spectrum, we the curves • - 4 and 6 are near each other but rather
will first comparespectracalculatedwith differentvaluesof different from • = 2.
• and then compare them with Maxwellian, "flat-top," or
On the other hand, for long antennae the differences near
bi-Maxwelliandistributions.Of course,we considerplasmas f•, stem
fromthehigh-energy
tail,which
varies
as1/v2K+2;
havingthe samedensityand equivalenttemperature,so that the peaks for the different values of • behave as in (36). Note
the curvesare drawnusingthe parameter
L/LDm•w.
In also that if there are more high-energyelectrons, the speccalculating these curves we have excluded the spectral trumjustbelowf•, ishigher,sothatthecutoffisrounded
off;
regionwhere1 < w/% < 1.01,because
it presents
some this is clearly seen for the curve • -- 2. We also verify that
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double
,phere

!•..I..,/•=8
IX \.

.. ,- 5,'...

1

10

Fig.3. Same
asFigure
2foradouble-sphere
antenna.

fora long
wiredipole
antenna
thehigh-frequency
level Second,
thepeaks
areidentical
forthekappa
andtheflat

depends
notonK,butonlyonn andT.

top,asexpected
from(36)'
since
theirhigh-energy
tailshave
InFigure
5,wecompare
three
cases'
akappa
distribution
same
power
lawvariation.
Note,
however,
aninteresting
(K- 3),a Maxwellian,
anda "flattop,"fora short
wire the
point;
though
both
tails
vary
asv-8 they
arenotequal'
for
dipole
antenna
(df:t••w
=
0.5)
and
a
long
on•
(L/LDm
x
-v/(v
2)
•/2
>>
1,
f(v)
is
a
factor
8/(2
+'2
•/2)
•/2
larger
for
•
=
3
8).Theflat-top
' ' ionf(v)
oc1/1+ (V/Vo)
was
stuad•ed
thanfortheflattop,yetthepeaks
areidentical.
Thisis

byChateau
and
Meyer-Vernet
[1989];
ithas
aflattopatlow
because
thenoise
peak
has
the
form
Vo:
o•B(ko)/f(w/ko
) (see
energies
and
apower
lawtailocv
-8.Itisthus
interesting
to (27)),
sothat
only
theshape
ofthe
tail(for
velocities
v> v,o)

compare
theresults
witha • = 3distribution
whose
high-matters,
notitsamplitude.
Notealso
thatasshown
insection
energy
tailhas
thesame
form.
Wenote
thefollowing
points,3.3,
the
Maxwellian
distribution
produces
a
very
different
illustrating
thegeneric
properties.
First,
wesee
again
that
itismuch
broader
and
occurs
significantly
above
thehigh-frequency
levels
fora longdipole
antenna
are peak:
Third,
thelow-frequency
levels
areslightly
different,
due
identical,
since
theydepend
onlyonn andT.
tothedifference
inthelow-energy
electrons.
Afinal
point
is

o.1

1

lO

Fig.
4. Noise
power
spectrum
inV2Hz-1_normalize_d
toT(K)
1/2,
calculated
with
"kappa"

electron
distributions
K=2,4,and
6,with
two
ditterent
values
ofthe
normalized
length
L/L
D....of

a wire dipole antenna.
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f/fp

Fig. 5. Comparison
between
thespectra
(normalized
to T1/2)calculated
witha "kappa"distributionK- 3, a Maxwellian,
anda "flattop,"fortwodifferent
valuesof thenormalized
lengthL/LD....
of a wire dipole antenna.

(cold) Maxwellian distribution a second (hot) Maxwellian;

worth noting: although the function K = 3 and the flat top

producethe samefp peaks,the formergivesa muchlarger this kind of modeling has been used to compute quasinoiselevel just belowfp. This is becausethis level, in thermal noise spectra [see Couturier et al., 1981]. In Figure
6 we have compareda spectrumcalculatedwith a sum of
Maxwellians(nH/nc -- 0.01, TH/T c = 10), with our results
for a kappa (• = 4) and a flat top distributionfor a long wire

contrastto the peak, dependson the quantity of electronsin
the high-energy tail (not only on the shape of the tail), and
the function K = 3 has a much larger proportion of highenergy electronsthan the flat top. On the other hand, we see
that the Maxwellian, which has practically no high-energy

dipoleantenna
of lengthL/LDm•w
= 8; theseparameters
are
rather typical in the solar wind. In order to illustrate a case

(v >> {v2) 1/2)electrons,
yieldsa spectrum
witha verysharp with more high-energy electrons, Figure 7 compares a bicutoff.

Maxwellian having nH/n c = 0.01, TH/T c = 100, with our
results for • = 2.

High-energy electrons are often described by adding to a

flattop
bi-Maxwellian
•ith nH/nc=O.01
andTH/1'C=10

.7

.8

.9

1

1.5

f/fp
Fig. 6. Comparisonof the spectraobtained with a "kappa" distribution t½= 4, a distributionmade
of a cold and a hot Maxwellian with nH/nc = 0.01 and TH/Tc = 10, and a "flat top," for a wire dipole

antenna
of lengthL/LDm•x
w= 8.
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b.i-Maxwellian

....

100

o

I
.7

.8

.9

1

I
1.5

• •
2

3

f/fp
Fig. 7. Comparison of the spectra calculated with a "kappa" distribution K = 2, and with
a bi-Maxwellian having nH/nc - 0.01 and TH/Tc = 100, for a wire dipole antenna of length

L/LD.... = 8.

Two important points are worth noting. First, the bi-

with either kappa distributions having K > 4 or flat-top

Maxwellian
noisespectra
havea peakwhichis abovefp and distributions (for which the hot electrons do not contribute
less sharp than that obtained with the other functions: as
already discussed, this is a generic feature of Maxwellian
tails, as compared to power law ones. Second, the kappa

too much to the equivalent temperature T), this plateau
differs from the Maxwellian result by less than about 20%,
for practical antennalengths. In particular, the usual analytic

V2 (V2 Hz-•) • 3.5 x 10-14 T(K)/L(m)n•/2
functions
producehigherlevelsjustbelowfp thantheother expression
distributions, which reflects the fact that they have more (m-3) [Meyer-Vernet
andPerche,1989]maystillbe usedto
high-energy electrons; this smoothsthe cutoff. On the other
hand, the flat top, which has few high-energyelectrons (even

obtain an order of magnitude of the equivalent temperature
with long wire dipole antennae. If, however, one has a long
thoughthe tail variesas v-8) hasa low levelof noisejust wire dipole antenna with a sensitive and well-calibrated
belowfp and thusa sharpcutoff.It is importantto note, receiver measuringthe whole spectrum, one can first deterhowever, that, as discussedby Chateau and Meyer-Vernet
mine n and T precisely from the cutoff and the high[1989], these differences are not very important, so that a frequency
level;thenthe spectrum
belowf•, canbe usedto
rather sensitive experiment is necessary to detect them.
determine the distribution function at low energies. This
might have important applications since the usual electron
analyzers have much difficulty in determining low-energy
6.
CONCLUSIONS
electron parameters.
We have derived the following generic properties of the
3. For most practical distributions the peak of the specelectrostatic noise in a stable isotropic plasma of density n trum has a cutoff which determines the plasma frequency,
and equivalent electron temperature T (proportional to the and thus the total electron density. The peak shape strongly
mean square velocity, as defined in (8)).
dependson the distribution of the high-energy electrons. For
1. The high-frequency
(f >> f•,) noiselevel on an a power law tail the peak is nearly exactly at the plasma
antenna of length L >> L D varies as
frequency (in contrast to what happens with a Maxwellian
tail). However, the measurement of the high-energy elecV2(V2 Hz -•) • 4 x 10-•T(K)n(m-3)/f3(Hz)L(m)
trons is generally limited by the finite frequency resolution
for a wiredipoleandas V 2 o•n(v)/ro
2 for a doublesphere Ato/toof the noise receiver, since the peak cannot give any
(see (23) and (24)). Therefore the measurement of this level information
on the electronsof velocityv > [(v2)/(2Ato/
gives a direct determinationof either the pressureor the flux, to)]•/2 except
if theseelectrons
contribute
to thepressure
in
for any stable distribution function. This result might pro- an important way.
vide a practical method for measuringone of these quantities
One might think naively that the fine structure of the peak
at a high rate in space,without havingto measurea complete could be resolved by using a receiver with a sufficient
frequency spectrum.
frequency resolution. This is not necessarily true, however,
2. Thelow-frequency
level(f << fp) hasa plateauwhich since in practice the spectrum is acquired over a finite time,
depends on the low-order moments of the velocity distribu- during which the plasma density fluctuates. When these
tion function, e.g., equations(15), (16), and (18). In practice, density fluctuations occur at frequencies much smaller than
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the plasma frequency, the noise peak fluctuatesaccordingly.

the electron

Since
f•, crn•/2,theobserved
peakshould
bebroadened
by

magnetic field. Although reliable results have been obtained
with these assumptions in both the solar wind and a

one-half the amplitude of the density fluctuationsAn/n.
For instance, it is well known that in the free solar wind

the electron density fluctuationsare usually of the order of a
few percent, on time scales larger than a few seconds.
Consequently, over such time scales the peak cannot be
determinedwith a resolution better than 1%; this precludes
any fine measurement of electrons of velocity larger than
about 7 times the mean square velocity, by thermal noise
spectroscopy,at such time scalesin the solarwind (except if
these electrons contribute significantlyto the pressure).
This is not, however, the whole story, because the above
quoted value does not take into account the fluctuations over
shorter time scales, for which the measurements are much
more difficult. Celnikier et al. [1987] have found that the

power spectrum of the electron density fluctuations in the
solar wind near 1 AU decreases with a power law index
generally smaller than 1 for time scalesbetween about 0.06 s
and 15 s. A similar flattening with respect to a Kolmogorov
spectrum has been found nearer the Sun [Coles and Harmon, 1989]. This means that short time scalesplay a dominant role in the calculation of An/n, so that the value of a few
percent quoted above is clearly an underestimate: for instance, the fluctuation spectrum obtained by Celnikier et al.
[1987] gives An/n • 5% when it is integratedbetween 0.06 s
and 6 s. Consequently, a noise peak acquired in about 6 s
shouldbe broadenedby about 3%, or perhapsmore sincethe
contribution of time scales shorter than 0.06 s is presently
unknown.

Can we deduce practical consequencesfor interpreting
noise spectra measured with past or present experiments in
space?They generally have either a low-frequency resolution or a large integration time or both. For instance, the
radio experiment aboard ISEE 3 has a frequency resolution
barely better than 10% near the plasma frequency in the
solar wind [Knoll et al., 1978]. Aboard ISEE 1 and 2 the
noise receiver, which has a better frequency resolution,
acquiresa noise spectrumin 4 s at its highestrate [Harvey et
al., 1978]. Either of these effects should round off the peak
and, owing to its dissymmetry, should shift it above the
plasma frequency. This would make the peaks of the curves
shown in Figure 6 nearly indistinguishablein practice. As a
consequence, an attempt to deduce high-energy tails by
thermal noise spectroscopy with such experiments might
give meaninglessresults in some cases; for example, in the
case of a receiver having poor frequency or time resolution
and a plasma with a power law tail, one could obtain a quite
irrelevant hot electron temperature by fitting to the measured spectrumone constructedfrom a sum of Maxwellians.
However, such an experiment can neverthelessgive reliable

resultsfor thebulkof thedistribution
(i.e., v •> (v2)1/2)if
it uses a long wire dipole antenna.
On the other hand, the future experimentsplannedaboard
Wind or CRAF might allow one to distinguish between
kappa distributions and distributions made of two Maxwellians in the solar wind if they have a frequency resolution

distribution

and the absence

of ambient

cometary environment, and some hints have been given
about the effects of relaxing these assumptions(see, for
instance, references given by Meyer-Vernet and Perche
[1989]), more studiesof the effect of the magnetic field might
be needed for fully interpreting noise spectra that will be
measured aboard the space probe Ulysses [Stone et al.,
1983], which (hopefully) will pass through the Io torus near
Jupiter before exploring the Sun's polar regions, or aboard
the projected Cassini spacecraftnear the planet Saturn.
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